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The set of all erections of a given geometry is a lattice for the geometric weak 
map order, whose largest element is called the free erection. An algorithm is 
described for effectively constructing the free erection of any geometry G, and 
for determining whether a given flat of G is essential. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given two pregeometries G(rc , S), of rank n, and H(r,, , S), of rank n + 1, 
defined on a same finite set, G is the truncation of H or His an erection of G 
if and only if the flats of G are all the flats of H whose rank is not n, or 
equivalently, rc and r, are such that: 
VA C S, r,(A) = r&A) if r&4) < n - I, 
r,(A) = n otherwise. 
Any pregeometry has a unique truncation but it may have many erections. 
Given a pregeometry G(r, , S) the set of all erections of G has been extensively 
studied in [l] and is shown to be a lattice for the weak map order. The 
O-element of this lattice is G itself, and the l-element is called the free erection 
of G. When G has other erections than itself, G is said to have nontrivial 
erections. All erections are characterized by the following fundamental 
theorem: 
THEOREM (Crap0 [l]). A set F of subsets (called “blocks”) of the point 
set of a geometry G of rank n is the set of copoints of an erection of G if and 
only if 
(i) each block spans G, 
(ii) each block is (n - 1)-closed, 
(iii) each basis for G is contained in a unique block. 
Two problems left open in [l] are the following: to characterize pre- 
geometries which have nontrivial erections and to find an explicit construc- 
tion of the free erection. In this paper we will give solutions to both questions. 
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BASIC CONCEPTS 
This section presents a survey of the relevant notions of the theory of 
combinatorial pregeometries. For a more detailed exposition, the reader is 
referred to [2]. 
A finite pregeometry or matroid G is a finite set of points S with a closure 
operator overbar satisfying the exchange property: for any points p, q E G -- -- 
and subset P C S, if p E P v (q} but p $ P, then q E P v {p}. A geometry is a 
pregeometry in which the empty set and each point are closed. 
The set of closed subsets or flats forms a geometric lattice L (i.e., a finite, 
semi-modular, point-lattice). Flats covered by 1 are hyperplanes or copoints. 
Each flat x has a well-defined rank, r(x), equal to the length of any maximal 
chain from the O-element of L to x. The rank of any subset A of S is defined 
as r(A) = r(A). The rank-function r is non-decreasing and semi-modular: for 
A, B C S, r(A u B) + r(A n B) < r(A) + r(B). G(r, S) will denote a pregeo- 
metry on the set S with rank-function r. 
A set of points A spans a flat x if A = x. A is independent if r(A) = 1 A / 
(cardinality of A). Otherwise, r(A) < 1 A 1 and A is dependent. A maximal 
independent set is a basis for G. 
Given two pregeometries G and H defined on a same set of points S, G is a 
weak map image of H if any independent set in G is independent in H. When 
G and H have the same rank, G is a weak map image of H if and only if each 
basis of G is a basis of H, or equivalently each copoint of H is contained in a 
copoint of G. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE FREE ERECTION OF A GEOMETRY 
The notion of n-closure will be instrumental in this paper. Given a pre- 
geometry G(r, S), let n be any integer n < r(S). A subset A C S is n-closed if 
and only if it contains the closure of all its m-element subsets, for all m < n. 
The n-closure of a subset A C S is the smallest n-closed set containing it. 
For example, if G is the following geometry 
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the 2-closure of {d, e,f} is {d, e,f, g> whereas the closure of {d, e,f> is the 
whole geometry. 
LEMMA 1. V(A) denoting the n-closure of a subset A C S, we have r(A) = 
@WI 
Proof: As A C W(A) C A and consequently r(A) < r[%?(A)] < r(A) = 
r(A), Lemma 1 holds. 1 
COROLLARY 2. If r(A) < n, the n-closure of the subset A is equal to its 
closure. 
Given two families of subsets of the set S, F1 and F, , we say that F1 is 
smaller than F, (notation: F1 < F,) if any element of F1 is contained in some 
element of F, . The following lemma is fundamental for the construction of 
the free erection. 
LEMMA 3. Given a pregeometry G(r, S), if %’ is any closure operator on 
subsets ofS with the property that VA C S, r[W(A)] = r(A), then ,for anyfinite 
amily F qf distinct subsets of S, F = {Ai}iEI , there is a smallest family F of 
+T-closed sets such that: 
(i) for any two distinct elements A, , A, of F such that r(A,) = r(A,), 
we have r(A, n A,) < r(A,) 
(ii) any element A of F is contained in one and only one element A of F 
of the same rank in G. 
We will prove Lemma 3 by describing an algorithm which constructs the 
family F. 
Step I. let F1 = {V(Ai)}i,ll, Z, = I. 
Step 2. given Fi , i > 1, Fi = {Xi}jsli, we define an equivalence relation 
Wi on elements of Fi the following way: X, YE Fi, Xsi Y 0 there is a sequence 
of elements of Fi , say S,, , S, , S, ,..., S,,, such that X = S,, , Y = S,,, and for 
k = O,..., m - 1 r(&) = r(S,+,) = r(S, n S,,,) (such a sequence will be 
called 9&-sequence). 
Zi+l is taken to be a subset of Ii such that the subsets Xi for j E Z,+l form a 
maximal class of pairwise nonequivalent elements of Fi (in other words, the 
subsets Xj for j E Z,+, constitute a system of distinct representatives for the 
equivalence classes of BJ. 
We define for eachj E Ii+l the set 
Bi= u X 
XeF< 
x5l’,x* 
and the family F,+l is {%‘(Bi)}j,,j+l. 
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If Fi+l = Fi , fo to Step 3. 
If F,+l # Fi , iterate Step 2 with Fi+l replacing Fi . 
Step 3. set F = Fi . Stop. 
We can note first that in Step 2 there may be many choices for selecting the 
subset Zi+l from the index set Zi . Each choice corresponds to a different 
system of representative for the equivalence classes of g’i . It is clear however 
that F,,, does not depend on these choices and is defined uniquely for all 
i 2 1. 
We have to prove that the algorithm (a) terminates in a finite number of 
iterations, and (b) produces a set F with the properties announced in Lemma 3. 
It is clear that (a) holds as we have for i > 1, 1 Zi 1 > 1 Zi+l C Zi and also, 
for the first index N such that ZN+1 = I,” necessarily FN+l = F’V and the 
algorithm terminates. 
To prove (b) we need the following intermediary results: 
A. In any famdy Fi , i > 1, if Xgi Y, then r(X U Y) = r(X) = r(Y). 
Proof. If XsiY, there is an Wi-sequence of elements of Fi , X, S, , S, ,..., 
S,,, , with S, = Y. We have 
r(X) < r(X u S,) < r(X) + r(S,) - r(X f-7 S,) = r(X). 
For a proof by induction, suppose that r(X u S, U S, u ... U Sk) is equal to 
r(X). Now, 
r(X)=r(XUS,US,U..-US,)<r(XUS,u**-US,U&+,) 
< r(X U S, U 0.. u Sk) + r(&+d 
-a- u S,) n Sk+,] 
,< r~X\‘(~r$~+,‘;- r(& n Sk+,) = r(X). 
Thus r(X U S, u *a* u S,,,) = r(X) for all k, 0 < k < m - 1. Finally, 
r(X),(r(XU Y)<r(XuS,u-.*US,-,U Y)=r(X) Q.E.D. 
B. In any,family Fi , i 3 1, for,j E Zi+l, r(&) = r(X,) 
Proof. Bj is the union of a finite number of elements of Fi , Y, , Y, ,..., Y,, 
equivalent to ,Yj . Because of result A, r(X, u Y,) = r(XJ. Suppose that for 
k 2 1, we have r(X, U Yl U Y, U ..- u Yk) = r(XJ, and let us prove the 
result for k + 1. 
r(X,) < r(X, U Y, U .** U Yk+l) 
< r(X, U ... u Yk> + r(& U Yk+,) 
- r[(X, u Y, U 0’. u yk) n Cxj u yk+I)l 
< r(XJ + r(Xj) - r(XJ = r(X,). 
B is thus proved. 
58zb/zy/z-8 
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Let us show that the family F has the desired properties, 
(i) F is defined as F = FN+l = FN and we know then that no two 
elements of FN are equivalent through B’)N . We cannot have r(A,) = r(A,) = 
r(A, n A,) for any pair of distinct elements A, and A, of FN , otherwise 
A&@,& . Thus property (i) of Lemma 3 holds. 
(ii) For i > 1, each element A of Fi is contained in some element A’ of 
F,+l of the same rank. Precisely, 
A C B = u X C g(B) = A’ E Fi+, 
XeFi 
X&A 
and we know that r(A) = r(B) = r@?(B)) = r(A’). Thus, each element A of F 
being contained in V(A), element of Fl , is contained in some element A of F 
of the same rank. Suppose there is another element, say A’ containing A and 
of the same rank. We would have r(A) = r(A) = r(A’). Then r(A) 3 r(A A 
A’) 3 r(A) = r(A) implies that r(A n A’) = r(A) which, by property (i) 
proved for F, is a contradiction. Property (ii) of Lemma 3 thus holds for F. 
The only thing remaining to be shown is that F is the smallest family with 
properties (i) and (ii). Suppose F’ is another family with properties (i) and (ii): 
we will show by induction on i that the family Fi is smaller than F’. For i = 1, 
consider any element A, of Fl : A, = %(A) for some A E F and there is a 
unique element U E F’ such that A C U and r(A) = r(U). This implies that 
A, C U(U) = U with r(A,) = r(U). Suppose that for 1 < i < k, each 
element of Fi is contained in an element of F’ of the same rank, and let us 
consider Fk+l . 
Let X and Y be two elements of Fk equivalent through 9, : there is an 
&sequence S, , S, ,. . . , S, , X = S,, , Y = S, and Sj E Fk for j = 0 ,..., m. Let 
%I > s; ,..., & denote the elements of F’ containing S, , S, ,..., S, respectively. 
As r(&) = r($+,) = r(& n Sj+l) for j = 0, I,..., m - 1, we have 
r(Sj) = r(Sj’) > r(S; n S;,,) > r(Sj n S,+& = r(&), 
then by property (i) of the family F’ we must have Sj = S:(+, for j = O,..., 
m - 1. Thus any two elements of Fk equivalent through 92, are contained in 
the same element of F’. Now, for any j E Zk+l , let us consider 
For any X of E;, such that XB?,Xj , X is contained in the same element of F’ as 
Xj , say Xi. We thus have Bi C Xi and also %(Bj) C Xj’ with r[%?(BJ] = 
r(Xi) for all j E Zk+l . The family F,,, being nothing but {@(Bj)}jsl~+l, we have 
proved that each of its elements is contained in an element of F’ of the same 
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rank. It follows that the result holds true for FN = F and thus F is smaller 
than F’. 
The proof of Lemma 3 is thus complete. 1 
We now proceed with the construction of the free erection of a pregeo- 
metry G(r, 5’) of rank n. 
Let & be the family of copoints of G(r, S). In any erection of G(r, S), say 
e(p,S)acopointAE~isaflatofrankn-l,andifA,,A,E~,Al~Az 
spans either a flat of rank n, i.e., a copoint of e(p, S), or the whole geometry. 
Let us consider the family M defined as follows: 
Each element X of M spans a copoint in any erection e(p, S): if X = 
A, u A, with A,, A, E @’ and r(A, n A,) = n - 2 we have p(A,) = p(A,) = 
n-l,p(A,nA,)=n-2andp(A,uA,)~n. 
By semi-modularity, 
f(4 u 4) G f(4) + f(4 - ~4% n 4) = (n - 1) + (n - 1) - (n - 2) 
n 
Thus p(X) = IZ and X spans a copoint in e(p, S). 
Let us consider the (n - I)-closure (also called the hyperplane-closure) 
defined on subsets of S. Because of Lemma 1, we can apply Lemma 3 to the 
case of the family M and the hyperplane-closure and we obtain the corre- 
sponding family M. The main result is the following: 
THEOREM 4. The family M is the family of copoints of the free erection of 
G(r, 9. 
ProoJ We show first that M is the family of copoints of an erection of 
G(r, S) using Crapo’s theorem. 
(i) Each element X of M spans G(r, S) as r(X) = n, 
(ii) each element X is (n - 1)-closed by construction 
(iii) each basis B of G is contained in a set X E M (because for any two 
elements x and y of B,BCB---xuB-y and r(B-xnB-y)= 
n - 2), and is thus contained in some set A of M. Suppose that B is contained 
in some other set B of M, B i A, we would have 
r(A n B) > r(B) = n = r(A) = r(B), 
which is impossible by construction of M. 
Thus, by Crapo’s theorem, M is the set of copoints of an erection of 
G(r, 9. 
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In order to show that M is the set of copoints of the free erection, let H be 
the set of copoints of any erection e@, S) of G(r, S). We only need to show 
that M < H. As each element of M spans a copoint in e(p, S), it is contained 
in a unique element of H and thus H has properties (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3; 
by construction, M is the smallest family of subsets of S with these properties 
and so M < H. 1 
The algorithm described in the proof of Lemma 3 thus allows us to 
construct the free erection of any given pregeometry G(r, S): In the case 
G(r, S) is its only erection, the algorithm produces a family M consisting of 
only one element, S itself. 
COROLLARY 5. A pregeometry has a nontrivial erection if and only if 
M # {S}. 
More generally, a flat of a pregeometry is essential if and only if the interval 
[ m , F] of the geometric lattice of flats, considered as a subgeometry of G, has 
some nontrivial erection. For any flat F a family M, can be constructed: If 
the rank of F is nF , MF is the family obtained through Lemma 3, cor- 
responding to the family MP = {X j X = A, u A, , A, and A, flats of G of 
rank nF - 1 contained in F, r(A, n A,) = nF - 2) and to the (nF - I)- 
closure. 
COROLLARY 6. Aflat F is essential ifand only ifMF # {F}. 
We will illustrate the construction of the free erection with two examples. 
Example 1. Consider the following geometry G on 8 points of rank 3. 
a b c 
The set of copoints of G is 
d = {abc, ad, ae, af, ag, ah, bd, beh, bf, bg, cd, ce, cfh, cg, de, df, dgh, crf, 
eg, .fgl. 
The set M is defined as 
M={XIX=A,uA,,A,,AzE~,r(A,A,)=I. 
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M = (abed, abce, abcf, abcg, abch, abceh, abcfh, ade, adf, adg, adh, abd, 
acd, adgh, aef, aeg, aeh, abeh, ace, afg, afh, abf, acfh, agh, abg, acg, 
bdeh, bdf, bdg, bed, bde, bdf, bdgh, befh, begh, bceh, bcefh, bdegh, 
bfg, bcfh, bef, beg, beg, cde, cdfh, cdg, cdf, cdgh, cefh, ceg, cef, cfgh, 
cdfgh, cefh, cfg, def, degh, deg, dfgh, dfg, efg>. 
Ml = {U(X)I X E M), where V is the 2-closure. 
Ml = {abed, abcefh, abcg, ade, adf, adgh, aef, aeg, afg, bdegh, bdf, bfg, cde, 
cdfgh, ceg, def, efg>. 
There are only 2 equivalent elements in Ml : abcefh and aef because 
r(abcefh) = r(aef) = r[(aef) n (abcefh)] = 3. 
Thus, M = M2 = {abed, abcefh, abcg, ade, adf, adgh, aeg, afg, bdegh, bdf, 
bfg, cde, cdfgh, ceg, def, efg). 
The free erection of G is the following geometry: 
d. 
e 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G be the geometry shown in Fig. 4. 
a’ 
a 
The set of copoints of G contains 
A, = (abc}, -4 = {afel, A; = {a’bc’}, AL = {a*‘}. 
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As r(A, n A,) = 1, the set MI contains %?(A, u A,) = {ubcdef}. As r(Ai n 
Ai) = 1, MI also contains %?(A; u Ai) = {a’bc’dejc}. Now, as r[Q?(A, u 
A,) n %?(A: u A;)[ = r(bdf) = 3 the set M, contains %+%(A, u A,) u 
%?(A; u Ai)] = ubcdefu’c’e’. itI, containing S, we have M = {S} and the 
geometry G has no nontrivial erection. 
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